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 abhishek    submitted on 09 January 2012 

 
Sir what is ur view about these roles 
nana patekar in krantiveer, ashutosh rana in dushman, aishwarya in hum dil de chuke sanam, shahrukh in darr, amitabh in main 
azaad hoon, shreyas talpade in iqbaal, urmila in bhoot, jagira's role in china gate 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 11 January 2012 

 Hi Abhishek, 
From the performance you mentioned,  
Amitabh in MAIN AZAAD HUN is already there in the list as it came in 1989. 
Now all other performance are really fine but not the finest if you watch and consider the rest mentioned there. 
 
But still I would like to pick up Ashutosh Rana in DUSHMAN as the best out of them which surely can be mentioned in the "Other 
memorable performances". 
 
Cheers! 

  

 shiv   yahoo submitted on 10 January 2012 

 
I have a few suggestions wha t about kajols role in fanaa and rani mukherjees role in no one killed jessica. 
vidya balan in ishqia and priyanka chopra in saat khoon maaf 
these are all steller performances. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 11 January 2012 

 Hi Shiv, 
Before answering on your suggestions, I would just like to say that "A GREAT PERFORMANCE" largely or infact completely 
depends upon what you have already seen before in HINDI CINEMA..... 
So with that viewpoint, nobody stands out in a great way from your suggestion made but there is one you havent mentioned and she 
is Vidya Baalan in "No One Killed Jessica" in her de-glam look. That one act remains above all you mentioned, but still cannot be 
replaced by anyone already there in the list. 
 
Keep Visiting and Writing in. 
 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 krishna    submitted on 03 May 2012 

 
Hi .. wonderful list. I liked it. I totally agree with you. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 May 2012 

 Thanks a lot Krishna for praising and approving the list here. 

Keep visiting and writing in. 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Chirag    submitted on 08 May 2012 

 
hello.................... 
cant xplan my words.................. 

  

http://yahoo/


 bobbysing submitted on 16 May 2012 

 Thanks Chirag for your silent but expressive comment.... 
Do Keep visiting, as there is lot of more such content at the site for you. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Kuntal    submitted on 29 May 2012 

 
Hello Bobbysing 
 
Your work is really appreciable and worth considering. 
 
I still feel that there is not enough justice given to Madhuri's career. 
Probably you can make separate list for actor and actresses ! 
 
also Ranbir's performance in Rockstar should be included. 
and Vidya's roles in Ishquiya, Kahaani and dirty picture were unforgettable.  
 
But Thank you so much, youngsters who haven't watched earlier movies can refer your list and watch stellar performances. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 June 2012 

 Thanks Kuntal for visiting and writing in. 
No doubt there are many performance as you mentioned from the recent times which can be considered but there are two factors 
which stop me to include them in the list : 
1.  I cant ignore the fact that most of these films are more a commercial viable projects equipped with good performances but not 
passionately MOVIES watchable due to the performances alone. 

2. I cant dare to take out any entry from the list already there, when it comes to comparison with the recent ones. 

Still I would consider and try to see how it can be done. 
 
Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS  

  

 Aashika Sharma    submitted on 13 June 2012 

 
Hi Bobby, 
I'm sorry but you didn't include sadhana for mere mehboob and aarzoo(also rajendra kumar). You also left out taare zameen par 
and 3 idiots. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 14 June 2012 

 Thanks Aashika for visiting and writing in. 
However I dont agree with either Sadhna or Rajendra Kumar with all the due respect towards them and their art. 
Regarding the other two Darsheel is right there in the list for Taare Zameen Par and as far as 3 Idiots was concerned it was the film 
in its collective mode which really worked and not Aamir Khan alone. 

Do Keep Visiting and writing! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Gajendra Sharma    submitted on 16 June 2012 

 
Hi bobby, 
First of all congrats and thanks for providing such a beautiful and resourceful website. 
Coming to best 100 performances, I do agree that list has been compiled in a good way and has present best performances by 
bollywood maestroes, however, as list is limited onlyto 100 performances it really becomes difficult to remove any existing entry to 



replace with another one. According to me there are some other performances which worth mentioning: 
1. Sunil Dutt -Padosan 
2. Kishore kumar - Padosan 
3. Sunil Dutt - Khandan,Mera Saaya 
4. Shatrughan Sinha - Kalicharan, Vishwanath, Mere Apne, Dostana 
5. Govinda - Dulhe Raja 
6. RaajKumar - Waqt,Bulandi, Heer Ranjha 
7. Balraj Sawhney - Waqt 
8. Manoj Bajpayee - Shool 
9. Manoj Kumar - Shor 
 
There are some others but plz consider the above ones....for Govinda, I say that he was the most entertaining actor of 90's but 
never get due apreciation for his talent and skills... 
 
Once again thanks for the platform provided by you... 

  

 Sheetal    submitted on 17 June 2012 

 
Hi there! Thank you for compiling such a list. Compiling a list like this is very difficult and I think u have done a very good job.I do 
however think that sharuukh khans performances in Devdas and Kal Ho Naa Ho are at least worth a special mention. I also think 
Vidya balans performances in ishqiya and the dirty picture are worth a mention. Thank u. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 June 2012 

 Hi Sheetal, 
Thanks a lot for praising the effort made here for all true movie lovers.  
Regarding the recommendations, I may not be able to add all but it does gives me an idea to make a special mention of 
performances post 2000 in Indian Cinema. That is in the 21st Century.  
So Thanks for giving me the idea. 
 
Keep Visiting and writing in. 
Cheers! 

  

 sandeep pawar    submitted on 21 June 2012 

 
U not mention naseer in paar. come on he won national award and Venice film award. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 June 2012 

 Hi Sandeep, 
Thanks for your comment and I really loved PAAR.  
But for every new addition you have to give one which should be taken out. 
So would love to read from you about this. 
 
Cheers!  

  

 ANURAG AGGARWAL    submitted on 22 July 2012 

 
Hi Bobby,  
You have made a list full of lacunas. You say your list is based on performance and not success or failure of the film, then the no. 1 
spot should be occupied by Sanjeev Kumar for NAYA DIN NAYI RAAT. In this film all the shades of acting are there. AB comes 
nowhere close to the acting prowess of Sanjeev Kumar, who is the best actor Hindi cinema has ever seen. His personal life flaws 
lessened his stay and also cut short his life. Dilip Kumar coldnt even think of the range that Saneev Kumar possessed. DK was a 
great actor but his range was highly limited. Similarly Rajesh Khanna was way above AB in acting talent but his personal life chaos, 
arrogance and unprofessional behaviour marred him. If he had been like his character in BAWARCHI , RK would have achieved 30 
times more than AB.  
You have also missed Sanjeev Kumar's performance in Mausam. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 24 July 2012 

 Hi Anurag Aggarwal, 
Thanks for your comment and your recommendations too....however here I would like to mention that the list is not only based 
on performance regardless of success or failure of the film........but it also remains far away from any personal favorites or fan 



following. 
 
I am a big fan of HARI BHAI but at the same time I cant include him in the list just for the sake of my love for him.....And further if 
you consider the no.1 spot should be occupied by NAYA DIN NAYI RAAT, then I certainly have nothing more to say about this here. 
 
Yet would suggest that you go through the more than 100 comments below the post to get a broader picture. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Critic    submitted on 23 July 2012 

 
Its been a good effort compiling this list, but it has missed some seriously great performances. If I were to compile such a list, my 
inclusions would ve been: 
 
Salman Khan for Hum Dil De Chuke Sanam besides others,  
Vijay Raaz for Run or Monsoon Wedding,  
Om Puri for many more performances, he's very underrated 
One of Govinda's comic performances, for his sense of timing 
Manoj Bajpai for Aks,  
KK Menon for Shaurya,  
Amrish Puri as Villian,  
Anupam Kher for few more performances, 
Akshay Kumar for Garam Masala, 
Performances from Aankhen (new one) 
Manisha Koirala for Khamoshi 
Anil Kapoor for No Entry  
Pankaj Kapoor for Roja 
Jackie Shroff for 1942 
Neena Gupta for Suraj Ka Saatvan Ghoda - she did better than Rajat Kapoor 
Aishwarya for Raincoat 
 
I would drop Dilip Kumar from the list altogether. Far too over-rated for his type of dialogue delivery. Same goes for Amir coz his 
acting never looks natural. Would even drop Rajesh Khanna coz his greatness is only attributed to Kishore Kumar and the actresses 
in his movies. Whereas Sharmila Tagore gave subtle yet powerful performances. Madhubala did well in Mahal. Abhay Deol did well 
in recent movies. There were more fine recent performances such as Preity Zinta as surrogate mother, Ranbir Kapoor as Rockstar, 
Kareena Kapoor in Jab we met, the child artist in Stanley ka Dabba, the other child in I am Kalam, Akshay Khanna for Humraaz as 
well as Border, Rajpal Yadav in many comic movies, Priyanka Chopra in 7Khoon Maaf, and also Neel Nitin, Vinay Pathak, Irfan 
Khan, Arshad Warsi have given good performances. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 24 July 2012 

 Hi Critic, 
Thanks for you detailed comment but I would like to inform here that I usually dont reply to "No Real Names or Correct E-mails" at 
the site here to save my time. 
 
Still for you I would like to reply that "Here we are talking about PERFORMANCES" and not "PERSONS" in particular. 
And second It seems you are talking about only the cinema post 1980 and not before that. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 
  

  

 Critic    submitted on 26 July 2012 

 
Hey... Sorry about the mailID thing mate and thanks for publishing my views and your comments. 
 
I have watched plently of pre-1980 movies. To be honest I find many of those performances quite substandard. Be it senior or even 
child artists. Perhaps because the competition wasnt tough or not many movies were made and not so much pressure to deliver 
brilliant performances. I cant recollect which Dilip Kumar, Manoj Kumar, Rajendra Kumar, Jitendra, Dharmendra, Shammi Rishi 
Shashi Kapoor, Hema Malini, Asha Parekh, Nargis, Pran, Om Prakash, Ashok Kumar, Amol Palekar, Asrani or Mithun performance 
can I count as outstanding. Some of their movies might ve become blockbusters but not necessary that their performances were 
genuinely good. Having said that, there were many Sanjeev Kumar and few Raj Kapoor, Waheeda Rehman performances that I still 
adore. 
 
On the other point about Persons/Performances, I have made a mixed mention of both persons as well as performances because 



some persons have performed consistently superb be it any role any movie (such as Amrish Puri, Pankaj Kapoor, Manoj Bajpai, 
Kajol, Satish Shah, Kamala Hasan, Om Puri, etc) whilst some were only select great performances by people (such as Sanjay Dutt 
in Vaastav, Jackie Shroff in 1942, Naseerudin Shah in Jaane Bhi Do Yaron, etc). 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 July 2012 

 Thanks for your detailed comments CRITIC and you are entitled to have your own opinion about pre80 or post80 films.....but many 
including myself may not agree to it..... 
So its all about our personal choices as per our own understanding of life and the creative medium. 
And as they say that the Beauty lies in this Variation of Life only. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Critic    submitted on 27 July 2012 

 
Hey I like and appreciate your understanding. 
 
One point I'd further like to make to support my reasoning is, the continual improvement that we are witnessing in movie 
performances (as I see it) is akin what we see for eg in the field of Sports... we see records being broken, we see improved 
technique, training and improved performances and the zeal to do better than the sportstars of the yesteryears. And we see this 
happening in all walks of life. 
 
Film industry, art and filmdom also seems to be undergoing this sort of constant evolution... so the actors of today are specifically 
trained, have a physique, can dance, can fight, can enact emotions, all come in a better accomplished package than earlier ones. 
With this theory, I m also assuming we ll continue to see better and better performances in the years to come, which will potentially 
overshadow some of the less evergreen performances given in this list. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 02 August 2012 

 Hi, 
Thanks for your appreciation but at the same time I have an exactly opposite outlook for the films today escpecially Indian films. 
 
One - You consider it improvement in performances but I take this improvement as just becoming more professional and less 
creative......more commercial and less creative.  
You consider it improvement in technology but I consider it stepping many steps backward in terms of emotions and feelings.  
 
We might witness the welcome change in sports with records broken each new day but its not the same in Indian 
films.........definetely not. 
 
Two - You consider it evolution in terms of training, physique, dance, fight as a better accomplished package than earlier ones.  
But I consider it all similar to the Packed or Canned food lying for days in our fridge without having any warmth of a motherly cooked 
food and her incomparable love for her children. 
 
You consider and assume to see better and better performances in the years to come, which will potentially overshadow some of 
the earlier ones. 
But I am sure to see more better and better ready made Commercial viable projects being served in the name of CINEMA in the 
coming days which will never be able to bring the same old magic of movies again... 
 
Because today we are not being given FILMS made from heart.....but today we are being given PROJECTS made with proper and 
winning financial calculation which have nothing to do with CREATIVE ART. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 sanusi    submitted on 31 July 2012 

 
I am sorry to say this but my believe here is this list is purely based on opinion and hence very subjecttive. Despite all suggestions 
of replacement with justifications none was effected. But that is not to say this is a nice piece. 
 
And we all know whose fan you are. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 



bobbysing submitted on 02 August 2012 

 Hi Sanusi, 
Thanks for you opinion but I would like to inform that if you can find some time to go through all the comments then the list has been 
amended at times whenever a freind has made a valid suggestion of an addition along with the one to take off. 
One sided addtions without any suggestions of what to replace are hard to justfiy as I see it. 
And yes you are still entitled to have your opinion on the same as your right. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Sanusi    submitted on 04 August 2012 

 
Thanks Bobby and am pleading you do justice to Sridevi, sure she deverves more. Performance wise only Meena Kumari can be 
compared to Sridevi, Hema and Rekha are of course more succesful in box office but her acting is so effortless and real. 
 
Cheers 

  

 Sanusi    submitted on 04 August 2012 

 
Hi Bobby thanks for your understanding I also want to add that you have forgotten NIRUPA ROY in your list. 
 
And also among female actors if one person is to be mentioned more than once then that person has to be nobody but Sridevi. 
Apart from Sadma, Mr India, Nagina, Jaag Utha Insaan, Chalbaaz and Chandni in 80s almost all her films in 90s were performance 
based and these are roles that one cant think of another actress in that role but her, Simply put no one can play her roles better in 
her films. Even though Sadma is much more a challening role but I found Gumrah's performance more powerful than Sadma, Judaai 
is another powerful performance, Inshort Sridevi can fit in where you place AB and DK 
 
Finally am surprise that Abishek made the list, I find his acting very artificial and unreal. 
 
Cheers 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 04 August 2012 

 Hi Sanusi, 
Now here you are very right in pointing out Abhishek Bachchan as I was also thinking of its replacement from few days. 
I respect and love Sridevi a lot but the reason I have used the first two spots for DK and AB is to save more spots for other 
deserving actors instead of adding more than 4-5 films of both DK and AB. 
 
So be sure that Abhishek Is moving out of the list very soon. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Sanusi    submitted on 08 August 2012 

 
Thanks Bobby and am pleading you do justice to Sridevi, sure she deverves more. Performance wise only Meena Kumari can be 
compared to Sridevi, Hema and Rekha are of course more succesful in box office but her acting is so effortless and real. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 August 2012 

 Sure Sanusi, I will keep it in mind as I will start re-editing it definitely. 
Cheers! 

  

 YASIN    submitted on 03 September 2012 

 
Naseeruddin shah in A WEDNESDAY 
Shahrukh khan IN ANJAAM  DON2 
Anil kapoor in AWAARGI 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 10 September 2012 



 Hi Yasin, 
Naseeruddin shah in A WEDNESDAY was no doubt good and so was Anupam Kher in it too. 
But the film was a winner more due to its concept than any particular actor.  
 
And I really cant agree with you with the rest two. 
Still thanks for being here and giving your inputs. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 satish   yahoo submitted on 21 October 2012 

 
actor nos as 
1.Amitabh 2.Aamir 3.Dilip 4.Mithun 5.Kamal 6.Sanjiv kumar 7.Raj Kapoor 8.Anil Kapoor 9.Ritik 10.Shahrukh 
 
Most popular 
1.Amitabh 2.Rajanikant 3.Salman 4.Aamir 5.Sharukh 6.Ritik 7.Ashay 8.Mithun 9.Anil Kapoor 10.Sanjay Datt 

  

 baboo   yahoo.co.in submitted on 21 October 2012 

 
Mithun in agnipath 
Amitabh in Bagban, Cheeni Kum, Hum, Khaaki, Aankhen 
Rajnikant-in every film 
Aamir-QMSQT,Dil,JJVS,1947Erth,hhrpk,Anndaj Apana Apana,,Akele hum akele tum, Gulam,Tare jami par, Gajani 
Salman-Every film 
Sanjay Dutt 
  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 October 2012 

 Thanks Baboo for your comment with your own choices & preference list... 
Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 sureshbabusekharan    submitted on 08 November 2012 

 
Vidya balan (the dirty picture) 
sridevi (english vinglish) 
Kajol( we are family) 
Kajol (dushman) 
Kajol (funna) 
Kajol ( my name is khan) 
Sharukh khan (My name is khan) 
sridevi (lamhe) 
Priyanka chopra (fashion) 
Ranbir kapoor (rock star) 
Amirkhan (fannah) 
salman Khan (Tere naam) 
Konkona sen (omkara) 
Ranbir Kapoor (Burfi) 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 10 November 2012 

 Hi Sureshbabusekharan, 
Thanks for your suggestions but they will alone not do since you will have to give me which one can be taken out to fit the other with 
proper justifications too. 
So do write in with details soon! 
Cheers! 

  

 Manoj    submitted on 09 November 2012 

 
Hi Bobby, 

http://yahoo/
http://yahoo.co.in/


 
Really like the way you analyse performances. But I am bit disappointed that Sunny Deol's performances in Arjun and Yateem are 
not included in your list. The two performances are among the best in the 1980's.  
 
Will keep on reading you. 
 
Cheers, 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 10 November 2012 

 Hi Manoj, 
Thanks for your kind appreciation and yes no doubt Sunny Deol's performance in Arjun and Yateem was good and amongst the 
best of 80s. 
But when we talk about such a vast time span of around 90-100 years then many more gems come ahead of them deservingly 
Moreover for every new entry, I need to know which one you think can be taken out with the proper justifications. 
 
So do keep reading and writing in. 
With thanks once again, 
Cheers! 

  

 Manoj    submitted on 12 November 2012 

 
Hi Bobby,  
Many thanks for your reply. Really appreciate your response. I think justice can be done to Sunny Deol by removing one his father 
Dharmendra's film in the list where Dharam's name appear twice.  
I am of the view that Sunny Deol's performance in Arjun was more natural and powerful than his father's performance in Chupke 
Chupke though the latter was good too in that film. 
I think both Sunny Deol and Dharmendra will be happy if they are mentioned at least once in your valuable list. 
I am not a big fan of Sunny Deol. But he deserves credit in Arjun, which in my point of view, can be used as a textbook for 
newcomers in cinema. Sunny was never loud in that film as he is since Ghayal. All was expressed in his eyes in Arjun. Not far from 
Marlon Brando in On the Waterfront.  
Wish you a very good day Bobby. Of course, will continue reading you. 
Warm regards, 
Manoj  
  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 November 2012 

 Hi Manoj, 
For a difficult list as such please allow me to explain some basic structure as below : 
 
1. The list is about performances ir-respective of any family relations between the actors named. So kindly study the list wihout such 
mind frame completely.  
 
2. Its not just that a name cannot come twice....there are many even thrice.....cause it all depends upon the memorable acts in their 
films. However after 3 mentions of a single name I do consider it striclty to be fair with all. 
 
3. Thirdly A comedy is far more tough than an intense or an action role and therfore Dharmendra in Chupke Chupke remains simply 
incomparable with Sunny's Arjun in which he was no doubt very good. 
 
4. And lastly I always express my views from the actual or realistic perpective without any personal bias or preferences. So the list 
here really isnt concernend about making anyone happy or sad.....Its just talking about performances and not any persons as such. 
 
I hope you would understand what I wish to convey here. 
Keep Visiting and Writing in, 
Cheers! 

  

 Manoj    submitted on 17 November 2012 

 
Hello Bobby, 
 
Many thanks. No doubt a comedy role is tough. I do understand you.  
 
I would like to ask you a few questions: 
 



1) According to you, what is Sunny's best performance till to date ? 
 
2) Do you like the Sunny in the 80s when he acted naturally or the Sunny after Ghayal (he tends to be loud in many films after 
Ghayal) ? 
 
3) How do you define overacting ? Can you give some examples where there has been overacting? (Which actors/actress in in 
which films) 
 
Waiting for your answers. Have a nice week-end Bobby. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 November 2012 

 Hi Manoj, 
I would try to answer your questions as per my understanding and hope you would like them : 
 
1) According to you, what is Sunny's best performance till to date ? 
Sunny's best performance was surely in ARJUN and YATEEM when he was free of any superhuman image of his which later 
became stuck with him forever. 
 
2) Do you like the Sunny in the 80s when he acted naturally or the Sunny after Ghayal (he tends to be loud in many films after 
Ghayal)? 
I think the above answer says it all......so I surely like him more before 90s. But then after Dharmendra he was bound to prove the 
legacy of his father with all those superhuman films.......which was to come sooner of later......and i liked him in them too, like in 
DAMINI. 
 
3) How do you define overacting? Can you give some examples where there has been overacting? (Which actors/actress in in 
which films) 
Overacting is a term which becomes different if you bring in your personal choices or thinking in to it while watching a performance. 
I will give you a simple example of it........If a person thinks that one should not talk much in his life, should speak in control then for 
this person REKHA in KHOOBSURAT will be overacting and also ANUSHKA in the recent JAB TAK HAI JAAN may also be 
overacting......whereas in reality they are not. 
But if you really want to see overacting then with all the due respect watch some of the recent films directed by Manoj Kumar and 
Dev Anand or watch films featuring JOGINDER in the 70s. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Roopun    submitted on 22 November 2012 

 
I watched Yateem when i was young. It's a boring film. I dont' know why you are saying it's a great performance by Deol in it. After 
all, Sunny Deol was never a good actor. I saw him in Joshilay. Anil Kapoor overshadowed him in that film. Again Sanjay Dutt 
dominated Sunny in Yodha and Kshatriya. Shah Ruck overshadowed him in Darr. Askshay Khanna was better than him in Border. 
The list is long... 
 
Roopun 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 November 2012 

 Hi Roopun, 
We all have our own choices and preferences. So for certain reasons you may not like him. But as mentioned earlier too, for me 
their is no personal favourite in a film or performance. 
For me Sunny Deol was fine till he had no fixed image of his, particularly in Arjun, Yateem, Sohni Mahiwal, Betaab and in Ghayal, 
Damini, too......but post that its only his image and no Sunny Deol in it to be precise. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Govind    submitted on 01 December 2012 

 
Dilip Kumar and Amitabh Bachchan are all time greats. But do they deserve a special entry. Also it is impossible for anyone to catch 
all their good films. I think you should state their top 5 or at most 10 (as you are hugely impressed). 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 05 December 2012 

 



Hi Govind,  
It is not the matter that whether I am hugely impressed or not cause this list and no article here at BTC deals with any personal 
preferences of mine.And you can see that if you read the reviews of some recently released Hindi Films at the site. 
 
The reason I have given only the first two entries to these two veterans is that otherwise they would taken 20-30 spots in the 
numbers of 1-100 which would not be fare for the other artists. (For example for only Dilip Kumar the list will go on and on with Naya 
Daur, Madhumati, Mughl-e-Azam, Ganga Jamuna, Ram Aur Shyam, Gopi, Kohinoor, Sungharsh, Bairaag, Aadmi, Shakti, Vidhaata, 
Mashaal, Karma, Saudagar and may be more) 
 
I hope I was able to make my point clear. 
Cheers! 

  

 Govind    submitted on 06 December 2012 

 
Yes but both these actors seem to be repetitive in their best roles. DK in those tragic films and AB in Salim Javed crime thriller and 
other action films. Same goes for SRK. Romance is his forte. But you correctly mentioned his stand out effort in Swades and Chak 
de india and not for DDLJ. Then why not the same for them. Probably 1 film in each genre as they were versatile actors. 
 
Also in case of actresses Sridevi and Rekha should get special mention. Truly versatile. I was shocked not to see Sridevi in 
ChaalBaaz. She was out of the world!! Your list is incomplete without it. 
 
And I want to congratulate you for the amount of work you have put in to compile this list!! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 December 2012 

 Thanks for your appreciation but as mentioned in one of my previous replies, even 1 from each genre will take up too many places 
by both Dilip Kumar and Amitabh Bachchan films. So I would frankly like to save those places for many other deserving candidates. 
 
However regarding CHAALBAAZ, Yes Sridevi was too good in it but so was Hema Malini in SEETA AUR GEETA and so was Dilip 
Kumar in the original of them all in RAM AUR SHYAM and I cannot include all of them together (with only the original being there in 
the 1st mention of Dilip Kumar films). 
 
I hope you would understand the point there, 
 
Cheers! 

  

 ayush    submitted on 10 January 2013 

 
Shahrukh Khan s performance in Kal Ho Na Ho, Hrithik Roshan in Guzaarish were brilliant.. and Abhishek Bachchan in yuva, Raj 
Kapoor in Aawara, Irfan khan in Paan Singh Tomar were good too.. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 January 2013 

 Hi Ayush, 
However the first three have already been considered while making the list but it will be soon updated with few worth watching 
performance seen in 2012 like Irfan khan in Paan Singh Tomar. 
So Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 Samir Karnik Script Writer   www.samirkarnik.net submitted on 28 January 2013 

 
Interesting post and thanks for sharing. Some things in here I have not thought about before.Thanks for making such a cool post 
which is really very well written. Will be referring a lot of friends about this. 
Keep blogging. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 February 2013 

 Thanks Samir Karnik for visiting and writing an encouraging comment here which really gives me the energy to keep it going. 
Would love to hear more from you again too. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

http://www.samirkarnik.net/


  

 Govind    submitted on 04 February 2013 

 
According to you who were the best performers of 2012 ? 
 
I think irfan khan in Paan Singh Tomar and Annu Kapoor in Vicky Donor deserve a place in this list... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Hi Govind, 
In reply to your question please read my post on "The Best of 2012" which I posted recently after receiving many requests, at the 
following link: 
 
http://bobbytalkscinema.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid020413083353 

And I hope you will agree with most of them here! 
Cheers! 

  

 Abhishek Tyagi    submitted on 20 February 2013 

 
Hello mate, it's gud to see some worthy performances being included here...dunno wether this list includes performances of 2008 or 
later, but i surely feel priyanka chopra was brilliant in fashion. The variety of emotions she displayed and the realistic feel of a model 
she imbibed in the role was something that left audience with a great feeling at the end of the movie. I think her performance 
deserves a mention. Thnx 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 February 2013 

 Hi Abhishek, 
Thanks for your appreciation and as per your suggestion the post has been now duly updated till 2012.  
So I hope you will find many of your favourite names there in the list or in the one below it with the other worth mentioning ones. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Zaid Feroz    submitted on 22 February 2013 

 
Hi 
the list is great and all r deserving but i still think u missed some names 
1) amitabh in black should be named in 100 best performances instead of worth mentioning list and paa should be in worth 
mentioning list not in 100 great performance list 
2) SRK in " my name is khan" and "devdas" (they both are his career best performances. they should be named in 100 great 
performances and if not there then it should atleast be in worth mentioning list 
3) salam khan in "tere naam" should be included in worth mentioning list 
4) Hrithik roshan in Guzaarish" should also be in worth mentioning list 
5) vidya balan in "kahaani" should be removed from the list .. it was good performance but not extra-ordinary. 
 
i know u wont agree on some or all points but these are my suggestions 
 
Thanks 
Zaid Feroz 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 06 March 2013 

 Hi Zaid Feroz, 
Thanks for agreeing with most of the list here and here are my views on your points mentioned : 
 
1) Amitabh in black should be named in 100 best performances instead of worth mentioning list and paa should be in worth 
mentioning list not in 100 great performance list. 
(Both Paa and Black were there in the 100 but with many recent additions I had to pull down Black. But PAA was unarguably much 
ahead than BLACK due to many factors and the one being the unconventional, innovative character which many would even not 
imagine trying even for a play.) 
 



2) SRK in " my name is khan" and "devdas" (they both are his career best performances. they should be named in 100 great 
performances and if not there then it should atleast be in worth mentioning list) 
(For My Name Is Khan you can read its review which has all the reasons and for DEVDAS, I can easily relate to its music but not 
performances.) 
 
3) Salman Khan in "Tere Naam" should be included in worth mentioning list. 
(I really would like to see to this in the next updation) 
 
4) Hrithik roshan in "Guzaarish" should also be in worth mentioning list 
(Again its review has all the answers) 
 
5) Vidya balan in "Kahaani" should be removed from the list .. it was good performance but not extra-ordinary. 
(Along with the performance, you also have to keep in mind that who else was there in the film which actually helped it reach this 
status..........and the answer is that No one else with a name in the market. So this single reason takes her performance to a much 
bigger level as I feel.) 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 gagan chawla   yahoo.com submitted on 23 February 2013 

 
Being a sunny deol fan...not considered for his path breaking ghayal, ghatak, damini or gadar....i beleive atleast he deserved one 
nomination... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 06 March 2013 

 Hi Gagan, 
Sunny is right there in the Worth Mentioning List for his DAMINI act as desired. 
Cheers! 

  

 sanusi    submitted on 06 April 2013 

 
Am realy shocked to see Vidya in kahaani in the list! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 April 2013 

 Hi Sanusi, 
For this particular entry I would like to say that its not the success of the film but the fact that the whole film was entirely lead and 
ruled by the lady alone impactfully, which brought it into the list. 

However having said that, I would like to add that the entry also remains the one which will be the first one to be replaced as soon 
as I find another worth entry worth adding here. 

Cheers! 

  

 RAJ    submitted on 12 April 2013 

 
Prithvi Raj Kapoor in Mughal-e-Azam 
Shashi Kapoor in Deewar 
Madhuri Dixit in Anjaam 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 April 2013 

 Thanks Raj for your own recommendations for the list. 
Would sure consider them in the next update. 

Cheers! 

  

 Prerna    submitted on 27 April 2013 

http://yahoo.com/


 
Though I may not agree with your list completley but I am more shocked at people's suggestionss. Especially Salman Khan....I dont 
understand how people can even think of him as an actor. He is an entertainer at best. next we will have Alia bhatt for (whatever 
movie that was). 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 02 May 2013 

 Thanks Prerna for your honest comment and I hope you would love reading other articles at the site too. 

So Keep Visiting and Writing in, 
Cheers! 

  

 Gagan Verma    submitted on 06 May 2013 

 
I think u forgot to mention Ajay Devgan, one of the better actors of today's. Dont u feel he was remarkable in Zakhm, Hum Dil De 
Chuke Sanam, Legend of Bhagat Singh, Khakee, Gangajal.  
 
What about Hrithik Roshan in Laqshya, I feel it was a more challenging role than Koi Mil Gaya.  
 
Sunny Deol in Ghayal could have got a mention.  
 
Abhishek in Yuva was also brilliant 
 
A very good list nontheless.  
Also I agree if u include Dilip Kumar and Amitabh, ur entire list would be finished within these two only. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 14 May 2013 

 Dear Gagan, 
I havent forgot anything and even if I did then the fabulous comments above have already made me realise that evidently from the 
day this was posted few years back. So all your recemendations have been both suggested and replied earlier too which you can 
read in all the comments here.  
 
However frankly Hrithik Roshan role in Laqshya was no doubt physically more challenging but he was much ahead than himself in 
Koi Mil Gaya. 
Still thanks for your kind acceptance of the majority of the list and yes we cannot make a perfect list at all as everyone has his own 
perspective to look upon various performances in different eras of our 100 years of cinema. 

Keep Visiting and Writing in, 
Cheers! 

  

 Ratan    submitted on 09 May 2013 

 
Thanks for your site and kudos to your contribution towards Indian Cinema. 
Must include gr8 performance of heroine of 'Pratighat'. That movie of N Chandra was gr8 by all means. Performance, script, 
message etc. etc......... 
Shahrukh is better in DARR/BAZIGAR/YES BOSS/RAJU BAN GAYA GENTLEMAN than in 'SWADES'.  
I think you are obsessed with some of directors like Aashutosh Gowariker and will include his films thisway or that way. 
Replace ShashiKapoor in 'Kabhi Kabhi'. No doubt performance is good but not that much to be included in top 100 performances in 
last 100 years. 
Meena Kumari in Saheb.....is better than 'Mere Apne'. In my humble opinion your list is almost 70% perfect but 30 of your selected 
performances should be replaced. I will send the names in next mail. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 14 May 2013 

 Thanks Ratan for your appreciative words for my works here and this is my honest response for all your suggested points. 
 
1. Firstly Yes you have rightly reminded me of a great performance by Sujata Mehta in PRATIGHAAT (1987) and I am soon going to 
watch it again and make a decision. 
 
2. I cannot agree to that Shahrukh was better in DARR / BAZIGAR / YES BOSS / RAJU BAN GAYA GENTLEMAN but I can say 
that he was more innocent, raw and emotional in these movies than in 'SWADES'...........hence performance wise I do rate the later 
much ahead. 



 
3. Thirdly If you are a regular reader here at BTC of all my articles and new hindi film reviews then you might be knowing that I am 
not a believer of any biased views or partial outlook. For me films comes first and directors or its actors later......therefore even when 
a director might be there in my Loved Director's list, his all films may not find a place in my Must Watch Movies in many cases.  
 
For instance in case of Aashutosh Gowariker, just try reading my review of his "Whats Your Rashee" and "Khelein Hum Jee Jan 
Se".........(Both the films are not there in the must watch list and moreover only 3 of his 7 films are included there, which is not even 
the half.) 
 
4. Regarding ShashiKapoor in 'Kabhi Kabhi', I think you are mistaken here as it was taken off long ago and is now there only in 
"Other Wroth Praising Performanes" (out of the main 100) 
 
5. For Meena Kumari in Saheb.....is better than 'Mere Apne' - In my opinion a fairly young women doing the role of a very old lonely 
lady certainly carry more marks than She playing her own age gracefully. 

And lastly its almost impossible to make a 100% perfect list as we all have own own views and perspective to see all these films and 
performances. So if knowledgeable friends like yourself can readily accept the list as 70% perfect, then I think the job is well 
done...........because if the 70% of the viewers sitting in the theater, like the film and come out praising it................then it actually 
becomes a MAJOR HIT in the entertainment business. 
 
So with Cheers to this Mutual Agreement. 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Rajendra Kumar Fan    submitted on 22 June 2013 

 
u guys are kidding how u can ignore or even argue the contribution of Rajendra Kumar. 
 
Arzoo, Saathi, Geet,Aas Ka panchhi,Gora aur kala,Aye Milan ki Bela,Sangam Dil Ek Minder....etc..... 
 
u list in un-complete without mentioning Jubilee kumar so pzl include him. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Dear Rajender Kumar Fan, 
You are very right in saying so that a list of "Most Successful Films" cannot be made without the mention of the Jubille Kumar i.e. 
Rajender Kumar. He was indeed one of the actors who have given the most HIT films in their career.  

But in the list of performances I really find it very hard to exclude any one of the present ones to include any new. 
I hope you would agree and appreciate the concern here. 

Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  
 
 
Amit Laddha    

submitted on 25 September 2013 

 
I like Sridevi in Nagina and Chandani, Bhagyashri in Maine Pyar Kiya, Shahrukh Khan in DDLJ, Kishore Kumar in Padosan, Suchita 
Sensarma in Aandhi, Hema Malini in Khushboo, Aamir in Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak, Shabana in Avtaar, Anita Raj in Prem Geet, 
Pallavi Joshi in Woh Chokari, Sachin and Sadhna in Nadiya Ke Paar, Ranjeeta in Ankhiyon Ke Jharokhon Se, Utpal Dutt in Apne 
Paraye, Asha Parekh and Nutan in Main Tulsi Tere Aangan Ki, Asrani in Sholay, Akshay in Doli Saja Ke Rakhna, Mausami in 
Angoor, Mandakini in Ram Teri Ganga Maili, Dina Pathak in Mausam, Khoobsurat and Golmaal, Rati Agnihotri in Ek Dujje Ke Liye 
and Tawaif, Lalita Pawar in Sau Din Saas Ke, Amrish Puri and Anu Kapoor in Muskurahat, Revati and Baby Shayamali in Anjali, 
Jugal Hansraj in Masoom etc. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 October 2013 

 Thanks Amit for adding your personal favourites.  
However a lot has been already discussed regarding many more insertions which can be read at the PDF files shared with all the 
previous comments posted on the subject. 
So pls do find some time to chek that out too and keep visiting. 
 
Cheers! 

  



 prakash bhatia    submitted on 28 October 2013 

 
Hi Bobby Ji, 
Quite interesting list and how perfectly you have compiled it. Of course there can be some issues regarding personal choices of 
different viewers. It is my suggestion if one more film of Kamal Hassan (though I am not Kamal Hasan fan) may be added that is 
Pushpak. Thanks. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 November 2013 

 Hi Prakash Bhatia Ji, 
Thanks for your appreciative words and yes no doubt PUSHPAK deserves a mention here. But I didnt include it since it was a silent 
movie which had both Kamal Hassan & Amala contributing a lot in its overall impact. But since now you have reminded then I would 
sure give it a thought in the next update soon. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 smitha    submitted on 06 December 2013 

 
Hi, 
 
All blockbusters of amitabh? U must be joking.  
 
He was the "angry young man" in all of them. 
 
There are just 2 films of amit that deserve mention - abhimaan & deewaar. 
 
U have missed rajesh khanna's aavishkaar & ittefaq 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 11 December 2013 

 Hi Smitha, 
This particular point has been explained before in details amongst hundreds of comments given in the PDF format below the post, 
available for download. So if you wish to read then there is lot in those files about various additions and deductions made from the 
list in its various updates. 

But in short I would like to mention that giving a collective space to all major blockbusters of both Dilip Kumar and Amitabh 
Bachchan in the start, (instead of including 4-5 films or more of both essentially), it becomes easy to accommodate many more 
deserving films in the list which should not be left out. 
 
So that is the basic purpose behind mentioning them all like this and I am sure you would understand the point I wish to make here. 
Cheers!  

  

 Anmol    submitted on 13 December 2013 

 
Hey, please include Salman Khan's Dabangg.as it is one of his iconic and best performances till date. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 December 2013 

 Hi Anmol, 
I respect your choice and recommendation but actually it is not really about all the hugely successful films here. 
Cheers! 

 

 


